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unit 1

A	 1. a     2. a     3. the   the     4. the (an)    5. an (the)

B	 1. A: a  B: the     2.A: an  B: a     3. A (The)   an     4. a   the     5. the  the 

C	 1. The  the   the     2. a   a   a   The   the   an   a

D	 1. My sister is staying in the United States.
 2. Rome was not built in a day.
 3. Do you eat meals three times a day?
 4. Do you like to listen to music on the radio?
 5. An old friend of mine called me last night.

E	 B: (the) oysters      × Matsushima     (the) best
B: an old
B: the Shinkansen     a comfortable
A: the service     the first
B: × Japanese
A: the Shinkansen
B: the transportation     × Japan     a hard     × customers
A: × kind     the number
B: a political     the national     × local

unit 2

A	 1. children     2. teeth     3. bread     4. shelves(shelf)     5. leaves 
 6.A: students  B: men   women

B	 1. two glasses of wine     2. pictures     3. athletes   camp     4. job interview
 5. convenience store

C	 1. b   f     2. d   b

D	 1. Do you want a glass of iced tea?
 2. He ordered grilled fish and a bowl of rice.
 3. There were two pieces of paper on the desk.

E	 a. You can get class cancelation information on cell/mobile phones.
 b. I will be busy with an Asian History paper at the end of the semester.
 c. The syllabus of my class/My class syllabus for the fall semester can be seen on the website.

F	 1  members     2  week     3  weekends     4  friends     5  staff
 6  weather     7  visitors     8  English     9 world
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unit 3

A	 1. that     2. those     3. herself     4. our     5. it     6. yours

B	 1. mine     2. Your   his     3. herself     4. it     5. those     6. yours

C	 1. We     2. you   your     3. themselves     4. that     5. It     6. that

D	 1. Where do you buy your husband’s clothes?
 2. How many brothers and sisters do you/they have?
 3. I don’t like these shoes because they are old-fashioned.

E	 1.  I heard that your father and my mother were classmates at the junior high school in Morioka.
 2.  My elder sister’s laptop computer is lighter and can be used longer hours/the battery lasts longer 

than mine after it has been recharged/after recharging.
 3. It is 3 p.m. now and is snowing heavily outside.
 4. It was my elder brother-in-law that I saw at Kansai Airport.

F	 A: your
 B: mine, it
 A: it
 B: I/you, my, She
 A: I
 B: it
 A: it
 B: it, I
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unit 4

A	 1. one     2. the others     3. None     4. all     5. every     6. nothing
B	 1. one     2. the others     3. every     4. each other     5. anything      6. Someone
C	 1.A: anyone   B: one     2. Both     3. every other     4. another
 5. one another/ each other     6. anything
D	 1. Everyone can answer this simple question.
 2. She is cooking something (that) everyone likes for New Year’s.
 3. Someone brought this report while you were out to lunch.

E	 1. As everyone took the mid-term examination, nobody will take a make-up examination.
 2. There is something wrong with the air conditioner, so someone will come to fix it next week.
 3.  Everyone will be able to get a driver’s license in a short period/space of time if he or she enrolls 

in the intensive course.
F	 A: nobody
 B: some
 A: anyone
 B: someone/anyone
 A: another

unit 5

A	 1. Rumi is looking for a large blue parka.
2. This is a flavor peculiar to an orange./This flavor is peculiar to an orange.
3. I have nothing particular to say.
4. She sat up very late last night.
5.You have to drive slowly round the bend.
6. I always meet my friends after class.

B	 1. quietly     2. little     3.A: well   B: too slowly     4.A: a few   B: much

C	 1. much     2. two-thirds     3. a great many/deal of     4. could hardly     5. before     6. ever     

D	 1. You should stay in bed when you have a bad cold
 2. Most people are busy toward the end of the year.
 3. Mr. Yoshida didn’t drive so fast because he didn’t want to get a speeding ticket.

E	 1. Bicycles are good for the environment, but you should be careful when you ride on sidewalks.
 2.  My cousin loves funny movies, in other words, comedies, and I love romantic ones, that is (to say) 

love stories.
 3.  You must turn/switch off your cell/mobile phones when you are near priority seats for the elderly 

and the handicapped.

F	 B: How about a sports car/ sporty sedan?
 B: Then an electric car?
 B: All right, a hybrid car!
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unit 6

A	 1. more and more     2. as quickly as     3. the most     4. the busiest     
 5. The higher   the more      6. the taller of

B	 1. wiser     2. largest     3. more       4. sooner   than     5. to     6. than

C	 1. much more   than     2. as warm   as     3. the earliest     4. the worst
 5. as pessimistic   as     6. The longer   the more 

D	 1. My suitcase is as heavy as yours.
 2. The Shinkansen is more comfortable than the overnight express bus.
 3. This is one of the most luxurious hotels in Rome.

E	 1. You can get the most advanced treatment at this hospital.
 2. The campus of the university I go to is not as large as that of yours.
 3. You must write messages as clearly/precisely as possible when you send e-mail.

F	 B: longer     cheaper
 A: better     more     more
 B: less expensive     fewer

unit 7

A	 1. are     2. is     3. doesn’t have     4. read     5. am skimming     6. aren’t using

B	 1. get     2. changes     3. is beating/pumping     4. aren’t using     5. are     6. is

C	 1. d    a     2. b   f    c

D	 1. Do you wear glasses when you read books?
 2. Do you go to school by bus or by train?
 3. I think my mother is watching television at home now.

E	 1. I jog around the Imperial Palace twice every morning.
 2. How ofen/many times do you send mail with your cell/mobile phone?
 3.  Three graduate students are preparing for their presentation at the international mathematics 

conference.
 4. The police are not permitting parked cars/car parking on the street today because of the festival.

F	 work     pays     see/know     am staying     watch
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unit 8

A	 1. went     2. didn’t watch     3. was just showing     4. was working     5. wanted     6.were

B	 1. ’m	➡	was     2. falls	➡	fell   breaks	➡	broke   is	➡	was     3. goes	➡	went     
 4. work	➡	worked   study	➡	studied     5. told	➡	was only telling

C	 1. f   a     2. b   e

D	 1. Our music teacher taught us how to play the piano last term.
 2. Our plane arrived at Narita International Airport on schedule
 3.  When I returned home, my father was listening to the radio last night./ When my father returned 

home, I was listening to the radio last night.

E	 1.  Six hundred researchers in sociology attended the international conference in Kyoto on November 
10 last year.

 2. Do you know who got the Nobel Prize for Literature three years ago?
 3. It was raining all day long last Sunday, but boys practiced soccer outside.

F	 sample answers
 Townstar released his debut album in 1987.
 Jerry joined Townstar in 1995.
 Jerry and Townstar got a new name, J& T in 1996.
 J & T received the Best Pop Album Award in 2006.
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unit 9

A	 1. will     2. will     3. am going to     4. will     5. is going to     6. is going to

B	 1. She will be back soon.
2. That will cost a lot of money.
3. Will there be time to buy the tickets?
4. I am going to sell my classic car next week.
5. Where are you going to spend the vacation?
6. Will you have some more cake?

C	 1. They will visit Kyushu next month.
2. Ryoko won’t be late for school.
3. A: Are you going to give a present to her next week?
 B: Yes. I’m going to give it next Monday.
4. A: What will you do tomorrow?
 B: I think I’ll just stay home.

D	 1. My uncle is going to retire next spring.
 2. My parents will visit their old friends in Miami.
 3. We are not going to get to New York on time because of the snowstorm.

E	 1.  Five employees of the trading company are going to take the 9:30 Shinkansen train bound for 
Kagoshima-Chuo Station at Shin-Osaka Station tomorrow.

 2. What do you think Japan will be like in thirty years?
 3. Will there be more than one hundred people who go to space trips fifty years later from now?

F	 A: will
 A: going
 A: going
 B: will
 A: will
 B: will
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unit 10

A	 1. have been     2. has been working     3. had made     4. had been married
 5. had never visited     6. has never climbed

B	 1. have finished     2. has been     3. had ever eaten     4. has been     
 5. had known     6. had happened   has happened

C	 1. a     2. b     3. a     4. b

D	 1. My neighbor has lived in London for ten years.
 2. I overslept this morning because I had forgotten to set my alarm clock.
 3. My train had left Hiroshima Station when my friend came to see me off.

E 1. Have you ever been to the jazz singer’s concert?
 2. Our teacher said that he/she had heard about the war from his/her father in history class.
 3.  Mr./Ms. Takeuchi had received his/ her bachelor’s degree in politics before he/she entered a 

graduate school.

F	 1. sample answer: I have been to Beppu City.
 2. sample answer: I had learned to swim before I entered junior high school.
 3. sample answer:  What game have you played with your family/personal computer? 

Which mobage game have you played with your cell/mobile phone?

unit 11

A	 1.A: may   B: must     2.A: must   B: don’t have to     3.A: can   B: can     4. could     5. Could

B	 1.A: Could   B: can’t     2. was able to     3. shouldn’t     4. might      5. ought to

C	 1.e     2. a     3. d

D	 1. You should not drive faster than the speed limit.
 2. I wonder if you could give me a ride to the station.
 3. My brother and I couldn’t go swimming because of the thunderstorm.

E	 1. Which political party will be able to win a majority in the next general election?
 2. May I submit the homework/ assignment next week as I caught a cold?
 3. According to the Japanese traffic law, you must stop at a railroad crossing.

F	 1. sample answer: Commuter trains might be less crowded in 20 years/20 years from now.
 2. sample answer: Students must pass the entrance examination to get into a college now.
 3. sample answer: We ought to mow the lawn by next weekend so we can hold a yard barbecue.
 4. sample answer: Athletes should practice hard to win the gold medal in the Olympic Games.
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unit 12

A
1. was saved     2. was called     3. be sent for     4. is interested in     5. am invited to     6. are not satisfied with

B 1.a  is   b  are spoken     2.b   is known     3.b   was seen     
 4.b   was taken care of     5.b   are expected     6.b   was   built

C	 1. by     2. with     3. with     4. with   

D	 1. The World Cup soccer games are held every four years.
 2. The Prime Minister cannot be directly elected by the people in Japan.
 3.  The first airplane was flown by the Wright Brothers and it is exhibited at the Smithsonian 

Institution.

E	 1. As the result of the negotiation, wages will be raised.
 2. Millions of electric cars may be sold in the near future.
 3. The farewell party for the sales manager was held at a hotel in Nagoya last night.

F	 am sent to     are/were/have been injured       are/were/have been destroyed      are rescued

unit 13

A	 1. standing     2. lost     3. made     4. jogging     5.appealing     6. read

B	 1. invited     2. coming     3. spoken     4. overlooking

C	 1. sleeping     2. broken     3. fallen     4. reading     5. Wounded

D 1. sample answer: The girl reading the comic book is my niece.
 2. sample answer: I bought a wrist watch made in Switzerland.
 3. sample answer: Did you listen to the new song sung by Arashi?

E 1. Look at the lady buying five pairs of boots!
 2. The information written on the blogs of the company was wrong.
 3. Movies produced in Hollywood are very popular in Japan.
 4. Do you read newspaper articles on your iPad downloaded from the news sites?

F 1. played ➡ playing
 2. writing ➡ written
 3. correct
 4. lived ➡ living
 5. cooking ➡ cooked
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unit 14

A	 1. (b, e)    
      (a, c)    
      (d, f )       
 2. (d, e)    
      ( a )    
      ( c )

B	 1. Studying/To study     2. Shooting/To shoot     3. to get     4. to be     
 5. working     6. To tell

C	 1. to get away     2. to know     3. To smoke/Smoking     4. to take     5. hearing     6. speaking

D	 1. It is not easy to answer the geography questions.
 2. Keeping up with new computer programs is required for promotion.
 3. You should make a reservation to have dinner at that restaurant.

E	 1. Did you hear the gate shut outside?
 2. It is time to attend the seminar on natural disasters.
 3. It goes without saying that expansion of the Shinkansen network will be a threat to airlines.
 4, Miki has two cooking books to find German recipes.

F	 1. to see  ➡  seeing
 2. correct
 3. to drink  ➡  drinking
 4. going  ➡  to go
 5. to windsurf  ➡  windsurfing
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unit 15

A	 1. before     2. at     3. in front of     4. from   to     5. against

B	 1. A: to   B: by     2.A: on   B: at   in     3.A: near/around   B: on
 4. A: between   and   B: beyond

C	 1. The train was delayed because of a snowstorm.
 2. He entered college for the purpose of studying law.
 3. Everything was carried out in accordance with the company rule.
 4. They are going to take part in the speech contest.
 5. She remained calm in the face of the dangerous situation.

D	 1. in front of
 2. under/below
 3. next to

E	 1. You must not use an elevator in case of fire.
 2.  My younger sister and I went to see a soccer game at the National Stadium the day before 

yesterday.
 3. Do you know the time difference between Tokyo and Madrid?
 4.  It became much more convenient to use international flights thanks to 24-hour opening at 

Haneda Airport.

F	 1. sample answer: I usually put it on the coffee table in front of the sofa.
 2. sample answer:  To get to our school from Nagoya Station, I go out at the west exit and follow the 

main street. I turn right at the first crossing. Our school is end of the street.
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unit 16

A	 1. but     2. and     3. or     4. Since     5. so   that     6. whether   or

B	 1. as soon as     2. until     3. If     4. both   and     5. not only   but also     6. so

C	 1. a     2. b     3. a     4. a

D	 1.As    as
 2. Not only  but
 3.Neither    nor

E	 1. It will not be long before your school bus arrives.
 2. You can take either the Hankyu or the JR to get to Kyoto from here.
 3. You must take both the midterm test and the final exam to pass the course. 

F 1. Since she left her train/bus pass at home, Moe return home to get it.
 2. Although she had a terrible toothache, Megumi competed in the tennis tournament.
 3.  Because I was very hungry, I bought some sandwiches at the convenience store before I got 

home.
 4. It is necessary for me to reconfirm my flight reservation while I’m in Mexico.

unit 17

A	 1. f    c    b     2. e/a    c

B	 1. whose     2. that     3. how     4. where

C	 1. that     2. what     3. why     4. when     5. how

D	 1. This is the house which my parents bought ten years ago.
 2. I have a girlfriend whose father owns a cottage in Karuizawa.
 3. Does Ms. Yamashita still live in Kobe where she was born?

E 1. There are many shops/ restaurants which serve good seafood in our town.
 2. This is the only hotel that has a duty-free shop.
 3. Please tell me the time when you arrive at Morioka when you decide your schedule.
 4. Nobody knows the reason why he resigned his work.

F	 1. which ➡ who
 2. who ➡ whose
 3. which ➡ where
 4. whose ➡ which
 5. correct
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unit 18

A	 1. were     2. would go     3. had been    4. wouldn’t be     5. would have called     6. had been

B	 1. you started     2. should have reported it to the committee     3. you had told me
 4. looked after yourself     5. had the money     6. would have saved them

C	 1. if there were not air and water/if it were not for air and water
 2. If it had not been for the thick forest
 3. If it were not for 

D	 1. If it had not rained yesterday, Cindy could have gone on a picnic.
 2. If Paul had not overslept this morning, he would not have missed his plane to Okinawa.
 3.  If it had not been for an accident on the Chuo Expressway, we could have gotten to Nagoya on 

Schedule.
 4. If it were not for subways in major cities, many people would have to take buses or drive.

E	 1. If computers had not been invented, what do you think our daily life would be like?
 2. I wish the final examination were over.
 3.  If it had not been for crisis management measures, it would have been impossible to solve the 

problem.
 4. She acts as if she were a boss.  

F	 1. sample answer: If I won Takarakuji, I would take a sightseeing overseas trip for 3 months.
 2. sample answer: If I had not gone to college, I would have become a truck driver.
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review 1

Part One: Reading

文法項目チェック問題

1

2				①	summer vacation　　②	friends

3	 a. extremely       b. cooler       c. warmly  d. freshly 
 e. excited  f. wonderful       g. sadly 

Sachiko and Mark had a great summer vacation this year. In fact, it was 

the best ①one they had ever had. First, they visited some old friends in 

Italy, and then on the way home to Japan, they visited some more 

recent ②ones in India. The contrasts between these three countries are what 

they found so interesting.

 They fl ew to the beautiful medieval city of Florence in Italy at the 

beginning of August. Here they spent a couple of enjoyable but tiring days 

looking around the art galleries, museums and churches.  It was a(extreme / 

extremely) hot in the city and so they were both keen to get to their friends’ 

lovely farmhouse up in the hills, about a two-hour drive away, where it was 

much b(cooler / more cool). Their friends, Maria and Luca, welcomed them 

c(warm / warmly), and that evening they cooked fresh pasta with herbs and 

vegetables d(fresh / freshly) picked from the garden. They also had some 

delicious cheese and red wine from the local area.

 The following day, they all woke up bright and early, and hiked up to the 

top of the mountain. It was a hard climb, but they were e(excited / exciting) 

to see some timid wild deer among the trees. It was the fi rst time Sachiko 

had seen these beautiful animals. When they fi nally reached the top, they 

were surprised to fi nd the huge monastery of Saint Francis of Assisi, high on 

the rock. The views from here were simply f(wonderful / wonderfully).

 Three days later, Sachiko and Mark ɡ(sad / sadly) said goodbye to their 

friends and left for the second part of their journey, in a very diff erent, but 

equally impressive country: India.

①  they had ever had. First, they visited some old friends in ①  they had ever had. First, they visited some old friends in  they had ever had. First, they visited some old friends in  they had ever had. First, they visited some old friends in  they had ever had. First, they visited some old friends in 

a great sum  this year. In fact, it was 

Italy, and then on the way home to Japan, they visited some more 

②②

 They fl ew to the beautiful medieval city of Florence in Italy at the  They fl ew to the beautiful medieval city of Florence in Italy at the 

beginning of August. Here they spent a couple of enjoyable but tiring days beginning of August. Here they spent a couple of enjoyable but tiring days 

extremely) hot in the city and so they were both keen to get to their friends’ 

(warm / warmly), and that evening they cooked fresh pasta with herbs and (warm / warmly), and that evening they cooked fresh pasta with herbs and (warm / warmly), and that evening they cooked fresh pasta with herbs and (warm / warmly), and that evening they cooked fresh pasta with herbs and (warm / warmly), and that evening they cooked fresh pasta with herbs and 

(fresh / freshly) picked from the garden. They also had some 

top of the mountain. It was a hard climb, but they were top of the mountain. It was a hard climb, but they were top of the mountain. It was a hard climb, but they were 

to see some timid wild deer among the trees. It was the fi rst time Sachiko to see some timid wild deer among the trees. It was the fi rst time Sachiko to see some timid wild deer among the trees. It was the fi rst time Sachiko 

had seen these beautiful animals. When they fi nally reached the top, they had seen these beautiful animals. When they fi nally reached the top, they had seen these beautiful animals. When they fi nally reached the top, they had seen these beautiful animals. When they fi nally reached the top, they had seen these beautiful animals. When they fi nally reached the top, they 

were surprised to fi nd the huge monastery of Saint Francis of Assisi, high on were surprised to fi nd the huge monastery of Saint Francis of Assisi, high on were surprised to fi nd the huge monastery of Saint Francis of Assisi, high on 

friends and left for the second part of their journey, in a very diff erent, but friends and left for the second part of their journey, in a very diff erent, but 

equally impressive country: India.equally impressive country: India.
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内容把握問題

1	  e. Sachiko and Mark started their journey in Florence, Italy.   b. First, they looked around the art 
galleries, museums and churches.   g. Then, they visited their friends at their farmhouse.   d. That 
evening, they enjoyed a wonderful dinner.   f. The following day, they went hiking in the mountain.   
a. In the end, they saw the huge monastery high on the rock.   c. After enjoying their stay in Italy, 
they left for India.

2     a．T               b.  F                 c.  T  d.  F

Part Two: Listening

First Listening

1  a　　　2  a, b, d, f　　　3	 longer,  higher, noisier, more colorful 　　　4	 b

Second Listening 

1	 	Because there were so many extremely poor people. (Many were actually living and sleeping on the 
streets.)

2  They chatted with their new friends, Nayna and Ajay, and thought about what they had seen.

リスニング本文空所
a.  hotter  b.  more humid  c.  longer  d.  Everyone
e.  no one   f.  Neither   g.  both 

Part Three: Post-Reading/-Listening  

1	 a. The contrasts between these three countries are what they found so interesting.
 b. It was the first time Sachiko had seen these beautiful animals.
 c. Not only people, but also cows and dogs lived on the same bumpy roads and sidewalks.
 d. Neither was happy to leave, and both promised they would go back one day.

2	 a.  [Q. Had Sachiko seen the wild deer before?]  
	 	 No. It was the first time Sachiko had seen these beautiful animals.

 b. [Q. Were Sachiko and Mark happy to leave?]
	 	 No. Neither was happy to leave, and both promised they would go back one day.

 c. [Q. In addition to people, what lived on the bumpy roads and sidewalks in Dehli?]
  Not only people, but also cows and dogs lived on the same bumpy roads and sidewalks.

 d. [Q. What did they find so interesting traveling to Italy and India from Japan?] 
  The contrasts between these three countries are what they found so interesting.

Final Check! 

1b        2   b        3 b         4 a       5 c        6 c        7 d        8 d        9 b       ⓾ d
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review 2

Part One: Reading

文法項目チェック問題
1

2     a. had spent　　b. has worked　　c. didn’t 　　d. were　　e. are doing 

内容把握問題

1	 a. Sachiko teaches English at a school,  and Mark is an engineer for an international car company.
 b.  They get home tired, have dinner, and go straight to bed because they are often asked to work 

overtime.
 c. She is going to a bonenkai  tomorrow, to forget the year.
 d. Because there is a time difference between Japan and Italy. 

2 a. F　　b.  F　　c.  F　　d.  T

Sachiko and Mark came back from their fantastic summer vacation, which 

they a(were spending / have spent / had spent) in Italy and India, and went 

back to their jobs in the city in Japan. Sachiko teaches English at a new 

school in Tokyo. She b(works / is working / has worked) there for almost two years. 

Mark is an engineer for an international car company. They like their jobs, but 

every day they have to get up early and travel to work by train. They are often 

asked to work overtime, so most evenings they get home tired, have dinner, and go 

straight to bed. 

 The months pass, and soon it is December, and they are looking forward to 

their New Year holidays. They are sitting down for dinner one evening just before 

Christmas.

 Sachiko:  You know, Mark, I am going to a bonenkai tomorrow, to “forget the year,” 
but we had a really great year this year, c(don’t / didn’t / hadn’t) we?

 Mark:  We sure did, Sachiko! And the best part was the summer holiday, wasn’t 
it? I can’t believe it’s been over four months since we d(are / were / have 
been) in Italy and India. The time has flown by, hasn’t it?

 Sachiko:  You are so right! We’ve been so busy these last few months. I wonder 
what Maria and Luca e(do / will do / are doing) right now up the 
mountain at their farmhouse. What time is it over there? Let’s call them 
up and wish them a Merry Christmas!

 Mark:  Great idea! I’m sure they’ll be surprised to hear from us!
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Part Two: Listening

First Listening

1 They could visit them in Japan for a week or two in May.
2  Mark has just been promoted.  He’ll have to travel abroad more on business, but he’ll have more 

money from now on.

Second Listening 

1 a.   F　　b.  T　　c.  T　　d.  F
2  Because she discovered that Maria and Luca were also talking about them just when she called 

Maria. 
3 Because it’s been snowing a lot lately.
4  Maria and Luca need to find someone to look after the farm while they travel in Japan. May would 

be fine with Sachiko and Mark because they have a few holidays at the beginning of May.

リスニング本文空所

a.  can   b. might  c. could              d. would 
e.  should   f. be able to  g. must 

Part Three: Post-Reading /-Listening  

1	 a. They are often asked to work overtime, so most evenings they get home tired.
 b. They are looking forward to their New Year holidays. 
 c. I can’t believe it’s been over four months since we were in Italy and India. 
 d. We’ve been so busy these last few months. 

2	 a.  [Q. How have you been lately?] 
  We’ve been so busy these last few months.

 b. [Q. The time has flown by, hasn’t it?]
  I can’t believe it’s been over four months since we were in Italy and India.

 c. [Q. Soon it is December. Are they excited about the New Year holidays?]
  Yes. They are looking forward to their New Year holidays.

 d. [Q. How busy are they at work?] 
	 	 They are often asked to work overtime, so most evenings they get home tired.

Final Check! 

1  b        2   a        3 b         4 c       5 c        6 b        7 b        8 c        9 c       ⓾ d
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review 3

Part One: Reading

文法項目チェック問題

1

2 a. seeing　　b. going　　c. eating　　d. seeing e. looking　　f. to see

3 名詞的用法：⑤⑥⑦　　形容詞的用法：②③④　　副詞的用法：①

4 1. unless　　2. although　　3. while　　4. If

内容把握問題

1	 a.  They plan to take them to an izakaya  because they can introduce them to Japanese cooking 
there. 

 b.  They plan to take them to Kamakura, to show them the Great Buddha and to look around the 
shrines and temples.

2  a.  T　　b.  F　　c.  F　　d.  F 　　e. F

Sachiko and Mark are on their way to Narita Airport ①to meet their friends, 

Maria and Luca, whom they haven’t seen since their vacation in Italy last 

year. Now it’s Golden Week, and they are thinking about where ②to take 

them and what ③to do.

 Sachiko:  This is exciting, isn’t it? I’m so looking forward to seeing them again. 
What do you think they’d like to do first?

 Mark:  Well, a(seeing / seen) that it’s their first time ④to visit Japan, I expect 
they’re hoping ⑤to experience all the typical Japanese things. So, 1. unless  
they’re too jet-lagged after the long flight, let’s go to an izakaya tonight, 
where we can introduce them to Japanese cooking.

 Sachiko:  Good idea. How about b(going / to go) to the new one that’s just opened 
near our apartment? It’s supposed to be quite good. Knowing Luca, I’m 
sure he’ll want ⑥to try everything on the menu, 2. although  I wonder if 
he can manage to eat sashimi, and natto!

 Mark:  I’d be very surprised if he liked natto, but you never know. And 3. while  
we were in Italy, I never saw anyone c(eating / to eat) raw fish. By the 
way, just in case he offers ⑦to pay for the meal, don’t let him. I insist on 
paying for everyone, OK?

 Sachiko:  OK. And tomorrow? 4. if  it’s a nice day, let’s take them to Kamakura. 
I know they’ll be interested in d(seeing / to see) the Great Buddha, and 

e(looking / to look) around the shrines* and temples*.

 Mark:  Sounds good to me. OK, here we are at the airport. I can’t wait f(seeing / 
to see) them!
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Part Two: Listening

First Listening

1 a.  ②　　　b.①　　　c. ①　　　d. ②
2 ( e )  →　( b ) →　( g ) →　( c ) →　( a ) →　( d ) →　( f ) 

Second Listening 

1 a.  T             b.  F                  c.  F  d.  F                      
2 They were impressed by the super-polite waitresses who served them so attentively.
3	 Mark taught Luca where to leave his clothes, how to use the showers first, and so on.

リスニング本文空所

①	through	 ②	where ③	who	 ④	which	 ⑤	Although
⑥	who	 ⑦	in	 ⑧	who	 ⑨	in	 ⑩	because

a. tasting  b. to look  c. going                 d. to understand
e. to leave   f. to use   g. being

Part Three: Post-Reading /-Listening  

1	 a. How about going to the new one that’s just opened near our apartment? 
 b. I’d be very surprised if he liked natto, but you never know. 
 c. They came through immigration, and walked into the arrivals hall, where they met their friends.
 d. She suggested going to an onsen, which she knew would be a new experience for them. 

2	 a. [Q. What did Maria and Luca do upon arriving at the airport?] 
  They came through immigration, and walked into the arrivals hall, where they met their friends.

 b.  [Q. Which restaurant shall we go to?]
  How about going to the new one just that’s opened near our apartment?

 c.  [Q. What did Sachiko suggest?]
	 	 She suggested going to an onsen, which she knew would be a new experience for them.

 d. [Q. Do you think Luca will enjoy any Japanese food?] 
  I’d be very surprised if he liked natto, but you never know.

Final Check! 

1 b        2 a        3 b         4 b       5 c        6 c        7 b        8 c        9 b       ⓾ d


